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Everyone knows that technology changes minute by minute.  What that means to parents is that by the 
time you’ve figured out one app your child uses, he or she has already abandoned it and is involved in 
another one that you know nothing about.  

Computers, tablets, and hand-held devices all have the potential to open doors for your children to 
places you simply do not want them to be. Luckily, there are people whose job it is to create up-to-the-
minute parental control software, which makes it easier for you to do your parental job of protecting 
your child.  

Below is a list of the best-rated options we know of for you to use as a starting place to explore the vast 
universe of parental control software.  Most of these software programs share similar features, so it will 
be worth your while to explore each site to get an idea of which one feels right for you.

u Content Watch Net Nanny – currently considered to be the most effective parent 
control software available due to its advanced web filtering capabilities. It blocks access to 
porn, masks profanity, monitors social media, allows parental control over time spent online, 
and provides reports and alerts.  

u Qustodio – in addition to web filtering capability, parents love Qustodio’s ability to set 
time limits on an individual app instead of blocking it altogether, and the basic service 
includes multiple device management.

u Spytech Sentry PC – while sharing many of the same features as Net Nanny and 
Qustodio, this software is also strong in its defense against more sophisticated teens bypassing 
the filters. Repeated attempts to do so will send an alert to the administrator. 

The following are Apps for iOS and/or Android use:

u Our Pact – allows parents to set schedules for when smartphone apps are available 
to users, and also has an on-demand blocking feature. A child’s phone is still functional for 
calling and texting, but cannot access any apps when the parent has them blocked.  (This is 
a great discipline tool!) 

u Mama Bear – GPS location services allow parents to receive alerts when kids enter or 
leave a tagged location.  The app also alerts administrator when user is speeding above a set 
limit, a very handy tool for those of us with new drivers!

u PhoneSheriff – In addition to the usual filtering and monitoring features, this app keeps 
track of any deleted content on the target device, such as texts and internet browser history, 
even if viewed in the incognito mode. 
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